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President’s Message: To all 
Association members 
 
On behalf of your hard working Committee 
I would like to thank everyone who 
participated in the recent State 
Championships for putting in the time and 
effort to ensure it was a great success. Being 
married with a wife and 5 children I am 
always conscious of the subtle and 
sometimes not so subtle pressure upon 
family times at weekends and for those who 
managed to sail both Saturday and Sunday 
over the last 2 weekends, my sincere 
admiration. 
 
The look on one’s spouse’s face when being 
told that you are sailing both Saturday and 
Sunday for 2 weekends would, I am sure, 
drive even Saddam Hussein into a hasty 
surrender! 
 
There were 18 entrants into the State 
Championships which I think is a record and 
certainly it is the most we have had for as 
long as I can recall. I was genuinely 
disappointed to see Christina not able to 
compete due to mechanical problems and 
also other problems kept Dancelot, Ariki 
and Devil’s Advocate from competing in the 
whole series. 
 
On behalf of everyone who took part, 
whether in full or in part, well done and 
thank you for your efforts and thank you for 
the good roll up at the Edwards post regatta. 
 
On the subject of the Edwards, if anyone has 
any feedback on the regatta, please contact 
me but I suspect that everyone was very 
happy with their handling of the series and I 
think we ought to use them again next year. 

 
We are now entering the business end of the 
competition and things will certainly be 
hotting up in the various competitions that 
we have. 
 
Finally, please be aware that the annual 
dinner will this year be held on Friday, 16 
May 2003 at the CYC. Please find further 
details concerning the dinner in this edition 
of Cavalcade. Judging by the success of last 
year’s dinner, we should have an equally 
great night. 
 
Hope to see you on the water again shortly, 
good luck and good sailing. 
 
Stephen O’Halloran 
President 
Cavalier 28 Association 
 
Current Series Table 
It is really good to see the table constantly 
changing and several boats obviously 
improving the skills over the course of the 
season.  
 
In the overall combined Spring/Summer 
series the scratch results have a table 
running Shoshana / Centaurus / Trikerie 
Bay. Whilst the 1st/2nd combination shows a 
tussle looming, the battle for 3rd is well from  
decided as Christina III improves on form. 
 
In the Arbitrary H’cap for the Spring- 
Summer series the order is Devils Advocate 
/ Shoshana and Joka + Trikerie Bay sharing 
3rd position. There also appears to be a push 
from Christina III and Centaurus putting up 
a great show to provide some healthy 
competition for 3rd place. 
 



The summer series has seen the advent of 
light airs bringing additional hurdles apart 
from the boats in the competition. The 
H’cap series is lined up with Devils 
Advocate on 1st followed by Centaurus with 
Shoshana 0.5pts behind on third. The third 
place for the summer series looks like it will 
be close finish as Trikerie Bay and Joka 
battle to pick up a couple of places over the 
next 2 races. 
 
The Short Series H’cap is a vastly differing 
story with new comer Virtique on 1st place 
followed by Blind Justice, then Centaurus / 
Trikerie Bay sharing equal third. Christina 
III and Quambi are putting up quite a show 
to be possible contenders for 3rd place as 
well. 
 
Championship Results 
One more time for the record….the final 
results were 
Scratch > 1st Shoshana, 2nd Centaurus, 3rd 
CaVa 
H’cap > 1st Logo, 2nd Arawa, 3rd Scuttlebut 
 
Well done to all ☺ 
 

Diary Joggers 
 
Greenwich – River Race Invitational 
The Greenwich Flying Squadron will be 
hosting a ‘Friendly’ River Race as part of 
their last Saturday Race in the Summer 
program on Saturday April 12th. There will 
be an opportunity to return to the club for a 
BBQ and prizegiving afterwards. The 
objective of the day will be to race and 
mingle with some of the Cav-28’s we don’t 
normally see and further promote the merits 
of membership and participation in the 
Association. More details will be sent 
shortly. 
 
End of season raft up 
The last official series race for the season is 
April 5th and also includes boats from the 
short series. A raft up is planned in the 
vicinity of the finish line on this day. We 

look forward to seeing as many boats as 
possible attend. 
 
Easter Racing 
Over the Easter period, many boats compete 
in club races that proceed up to Pittwater, 
and others simply head north for a cruise. I 
am interested to hear from Cav-28’s visiting 
and resident Cav’s in Pittwater with a view 
to having a friendly race around the islands 
on the Easter Saturday. It would also be nice 
to have a raft up and a drink with fellow 
crews as well. 
 
Annual Dinner & Prize giving 
Please mark your diary for this event which 
will be held on Friday 16th May at the 
CYCA. More details and cost will be 
advised shortly 
 
Welcome to new Association Members 

• Derrick Sheppard – Logo from 
W’gong 

• Geoff Mollsworth / Keith Tierney /  
– Arawa from Greenwich 

We look forward to seeing you in many 
future events. 
 
Australia Day Report 
Despite everyone’s best efforts, 
circumstances meant that we only had 2 
boats (Joka & Antares) ready for the start. It 
was a spectacular day on the harbour with 
ferry boat races, tall ships, airforce fly by’s 
and much more. The race was well run and 
as always happens whenever Joka gets a 
flying start, they decide to have a general re-
call…. bummer!!! The breeze was light with 
only 10kts from the NE, this made it hard 
going against the Elliott’s and the Etchel’s. 
None the less it was a great day on the water 
and sailing was the winner. 
 
After a few quite beverages at Athol Bight 
and a glimpse of the local bird life, we 
proceeded to the Darling Harbour precinct 
for a concert by James Morrison and a Latin 
American band, all from the comfort of the 
boat. Unfortunately the fireworks were 
cancelled due to the bushfire danger. It was 



a great way to spend Australia Day amongst 
so many well mannered Aussies. 
Waterways – Harbour Management 
proposal 
You may have heard that the Waterways  
intend to create a Sydney Harbour Traffic 
Management plan. Input was invited from 
interested parties and the YA/NSW 
submitted a response with the following 
areas covered; 

o Safety and risk management 
o Perception of waterways to the 

public 
o Operation of the present system 
o Environmental impact 
o Aquatic licences and their purpose 
o Seasonal factors 

The full paper can be read on 
www.nsw.yachting.org.au 
  
New Cavalier for Sale 
Wayne Richardson advises that he is just 
about to launch the newest Cav-28 in the 
February 2003, fitted with a Nanni 14 HP 
diesel, sparcraft mast and rig and Lewmar 
gear. Cost $89,000 + sails. Wayne can be 
contacted on 9817-5077. 
 
Witch Doctor…No a Winch Doctor 
Dick Pearse from Dancelot  has passed on 
the details of a winch doctor. Stan Koch is a 
winch doctor who specialized in old Barlow 
winches. He has had 20 years experience 
with manufacture and servicing of winches 
and now has his workshop at home. My 
guess is that other Cavaliers will have well 
worn Barlows also. He can be contacted at 
Lane Cove, Tel. 9411-1282 
 
Do you have a 2nd hand spinnaker you 
want to sell 
The Association has rec’d an enquiry from 
an ex-Cav28 owner seeking a 2nd hand 
spinnaker. This could be a good way to fund 
yourself into a new one for the 2004 
Championships!! Please contact Phillip 
Mathews on (02) 99064230. 
 
Crew Exchange 
 

During the festive season, social and holiday 
commitments have seen some boats under 
manned or worse still, not even leave the 
mooring. We also have occasions where 
owners that don’t usually race on Saturdays 
would like to experience a sample of the 
competition or have crew who would like to 
get more experience. If only we could match 
these two issues??? If you fit into one of 
these scenarios why not use the email 
distribution list that this newsletter arrived 
with to advertise your opportunity. 
 

Tips on Headsail Trim  

This article is written by Ben Gemmell from 
Gemmell Sails at Woolwich (02) 9817-7981. 
Ben offers good service and advice on new 
and old sails. 

The simplest controls of headsail shape on 
the boat are: luff tension, lead position and 
sheet tension.  

Luff tensions basic effect is to control the 
draft position of a sail. Increased luff tension 
moves the draft forward, decreased luff 
tension moves the draft aft. Start by setting 
the luff tension to a point where the 
horizontal wrinkles in the luff just disappear. 
The draft when looking from the middle of 
the foot up the sail should be slightly 
forward of your direct line of sight.  

The fore and aft lead position controls the 
tension on the leech and foot as well as the 
draft location in the upper and lower 
portions of the sail. Correct lead position 
distributes draft in the sail evenly with leech 
and foot tensions relatively equal. To 
determine the correct lead position firstly set 
your lead position so the projection of the 
sheet intersects the luff at approximately 
half its length. Now observe which portion 
of the sail begins to luff first. A luff in the 
upper portion means the lead should be 
moved forward. A luff in the lower portion 
requires the lead position to be moved aft.  



Sheet tension controls both the angle of the 
sail to the wind and the amount of draft. A 
tight sheet will remove draft from the sail 
while easing the sheet will add draft to the 
sail. When the headsail is shaped to the 
conditions and the lead located in the best 
position, the sheet is trimmed to control the 
sail's angle to the wind. When sailing to 
windward the spreaders and leech ribbon 
provide good reference points for 
maintaining correct sheet tension.  

Telltales are a sensitive yet inexpensive aid 
to both boat and headsail trim that indicate 
the attached flow of wind across a sail. 
Telltales not only assist the helmsman, they 
should also be used by trimmers to fine tune 
sail shape. Headsails should have three sets 
of telltales at equal spacing along the luff. 
With the lower two sets between fifteen and 
forty-five centimetres off the luff 
(depending on the sail size) and a top set 
positioned at approximately 40% aft. A 
leech ribbon may also be placed on the leech 
at approximately two thirds of its height. 
The most basic way to read telltales is to get 
the telltales on both sides of the sail 
streaming straight back. If the leeward ones 
stops streaming head up or ease the sheet. If 
windward one stops streaming fall off or 
increase sheet tension.  

 
Heard on the Harbour 
 
“There is no Joy when you cross the finish 
line an hour a head of the fleet” as one 
skipper laments with despondent crew on 
the work to Obelisk via a rogue finishing pin 
at the top of Taylors Bay. 
 
“This boat seems to dance-a-lot” as a 
skipper negotiates a lee shore with a ripped 
#2 and  50-60 knot gusts, rough seas with an 
engine that stopped pumping water for a 
short period. 
 
“ Organising the annual dinner is easier than 
navigating this course” Heard during a GFS 
Twi-light in which the 2002 course sheets 
were mistakenly used. 

 
“Bloody ding-a-ling, it’s a Joke” as a 
Skipper surveys the damage caused by a 
Yingling attempting to add a porthole to the 
toilet area. 
 
Always the helper, Geoff Lucas was the 
only one on the water on a Wednesday 
Twilight when the 50 knot southerly blew 
through Sydney. Whilst the race was 
cancelled, Geoff remained onboard at the 
mooring till the wind abated. On his return 
he rescued a lost dinghy together with some 
oars that had gone astray. He got the gun for 
his efforts and a couple of beers from some 
appreciative dinghy owners. 
 
 
Thanks ……. To Adam Terrey (aka Tezza), 
crew member from JOKA, who has been so 
willing to assist in reproducing graphics and 
logos for this newsletter. Adam is a capable 
graphic artist and can provide cost effective 
graphics for boats, T-Shirts etc… he can be 
contacted on email 
adamterrey@frontlinebtl.com.au or Mob 
0410-606-259 
 
 

YA TRIM SAIL TRAINING 
EVENING WITH NICKY 
BETHWAITE  
A refresher course for sailing crew for this sailing 
season wanting to make their boat go faster! 
Held at RANSA (next door to CYCA) Thursday 
March 20th at 6pm. Bookings please call Sharon 
Bond on (02)8907 0242 

 
YA rules night with Neville Wittey- for 
sailors who want to feel confident and 
comfortable out on the race course, come 
and hear what the experts have to say! The 
talk will be held at Vaucluse Yacht Club on 
7th March. Price is $25 pp (includes beer and 
prawns). Please contact David Decoster on 
0412 332 565 for more details 
 



 
 
Some skippers would do anything to have 
the handicaps changed!!!! Photo courtesy of 
the Dentists Assoc 
 

Handy Hint - Spirit Stoves .  
Do you have problems with spirit not 
coming down the lines. Check the wick 
which runs hidden along the tube. These 
need to be replaced periodically and can 
be purchased as spares. Whitworths 
seemed to know more about this than 
other retailers and were very obliging in 
doing a special order for a non standard 
item. Thanks Cec for the info 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Race Comments 
Dec 7th – Surprise surprise, another SE course. The breeze started at around 10kts. The committee boat was 
anchored a little bit further to the south this time giving the starboard starters a fair line before throwing it 
onto port. In our case this port tack took us right into the Double Bay Explosives mark, whilst other fell 
away slightly closer to Clarke Is. The breeze had a fair bit of east in it and made the kite reach to Chowder 
difficult to hold for some. It fell away to the north closer to the mark and died down to 5kts. Some managed 
to get through on their own slipstreams of wind. Reaching to Obelisk was a challenge as kite settings were 
being headed. The work back to Rose Bay East started to bring the fleet closer together. Light breezes for 
the run to Neutral saw each boat use all their skill to make use of the time that was on our hands. Some 
took the reach to the south then a jibe to the NW. 2 Cavs were entertained by bikini girls on a 40ft sloop. 
The fleet finished in 3 tight groups, and produced an unusual finish. 
 
Dec 14- Last race for the spring series and 3 boats competing for 3rd place on h’cap. 
It was always going to be a challenging race. The wind came in nicely at 10-15 knots that caught some off 
guard and one recall was made. This caused some confusion but sorted itself out fairly quickly. The winds 
were still steady for the work up to Lady Bay. Several strategies were employed with one lone ranger 
opting to go straight to the eastern shore from Bradleys which did not do any harm at all. The fleet spread 
out on the run back to Garden Island. 
 
Jan 18 – First Race of the Summer Season – From 9am in the morning we knew it was going to be hot, but 
I guess no one expected to see the disaster that unfolded as we turned on the 6 o’clock news that night. 
With temps in the high 30’s, the 10-15kt N/E breeze was providing some relief. Holidays and maintenance 
issues affected this race more than normal with a fleet comprising 5 boats all keen to secure those valuable 
points. The first leg was interesting as the wind shifted slightly to the north providing a great port tack past 
Bradleys. The centre of the harbour was quite with channels of breeze running up both shorelines. With the 
shift to the north the eastern channel was the more favoured route. Once around the top mark the quickest 
route proved to be down the western shoreline as the middle of the harbour was still. Obelisk was a tough 
work and the wind strengthened for the run to Shark with a steady 15kts from Eastern Channel down and to 
the finish in Taylors. 
 
Jan 25 – A very humid day to start with winds at 15-20kts from the NE with course A selected. It was a 
busy work up to Lady Bay with the wind bending to the NW as we moved up the harbour. The eastern 
channel proved worthwhile for some and the first mark was rounded in a bunched fleet. The run to naval 3 
was a procession with no real gains made by anyone. Rounding naval 3 had it’s own obstacles as HMAS 
Manoora was moored to it. After a tricky wind shadow we were off again as the wind lightened off to 



around 10-15.Working to obelisk was straight forward, however the centre of the harbour proved a 
worthwhile route compared to the shoreline. The breeze built again on the run and the work to a Taylor’s 
finish was under a constant 20kt’s. This is often a tricky part of the race with the option to lay the line early 
and run the risk of being blown off or going out as far as the Kentucky box and then tacking. Again the 
wind did not fail to surprise the fleet as many got blown off the stern of the committee boat. This was a 
very close race with the first 4 boats over the line within 4mins of each other. 
 
Feb 9 – Quite a light 5-10kt breeze from the SE and complicating the prep time was the Etchell fleet who 
moved through the Cav start line. Several lines were chosen with the middle of the harbour proving to be 
good. The slow kite run to Chowder can always be frustrating in a light breeze and today was no exception. 
Staying high was the answer. The light breezes around Shark Is. afforded every one the opportunity to set 
the kite straight away and jybe around the bottom marker and off to Obelisk. The breeze was gradually 
building with a terrific work back to Rose Bay. There was traffic jam as a huge Laser fleet converged from 
head on. Well done to all crews for the curtesy’s displayed as the fleets wove through each other in 
opposite directions. The run to Neutral always sorts out the fleet with the leaders creating a bigger lead on 
the work from Neutral to the finish.   
 
Feb 16 – Quite a blowy day building to 25kts by the end. There were some gear failures reported amongst 
boats, not to mention some near misses and a port/starboard collision with a Yingling. It was tough going 
as sail selection remained a key component to staying with the fleet. No reefs were observed although the 
#2’s were out. One reported retired as they preserved the boat for the last day of the Champo’s. 
 
Feb 21- The dreaded light SE breeze greeted us for the start with a predicted shift to the SW later in the 
day. The wind was constantly changing in strength and direction whilst the progression to E2 then to 
Chowder saw a fleet spread across 5 minutes. The tactics at this stage was consistent amongst all boats. The 
light airs meant that popping the kite on the bottom of Shark went without a hitch, and then a quick jybe to 
head up to Obelisk. This is when the wind died off and the leads began to widen. The work to Rose Bay 
proved interesting as everybody tried different tactics to pick up time. Some went down the middle and 2 
were observed following the western shoreline nearly all the way to Bradleys before heading east. This was 
not all bad considering where they ended up. The breeze twisted and turned and was a prelude to the 
impending change that was to come. Shortly after everyone was around the R/B can, the wind stopped and 
the harbour resembled a Woolies carpark. The shift had begun. Then the harbour was split in 2 as some 
boats had a West wind and the others from the East? Then as fate would have it came in nicely from the 
East bringing the back of the field up to meet the mid field players. This then saw 8+ Cavs rounding the 
Neutral mark at the same time. Then the final work to finish where the leads were hotly contested. 
 
Mar 1 – The breeze was scheduled to build and that it did. It was reported with gusts up to 34kts around 
3.30. The start was tricky and the run along the line seemed to take an age. Most boats went on a long tack 
to Clark Is whilst others tried the northern shoreline down to Kirribilli. The leads were established and 
catch up sailing became the game. Fortunately the wind was a manageable 15 kts jybing around the Darling 
Point mark then reaching off to Steel point on Port tack. The wind was building and created a fast work 
back to Kirribilli. Some reefs were observed and many backed down to #2 headies after the kite runs. On 
the last run to Rose Bay it became a toss of the coin whether to return to the #1 as the breeze eased. It was 
the last chance to defend a lead or attack from behind. At the end of the day it came down to reading the 
shifts in wind and plotting the best course. 
 
Many thanks to the people who have contributed to this edition and for the comments 
back. 
Bryan Moore 
Editor and Publicity Officer 
Mob.  0418-451-334 
Email   bryan.moore@gwf.com.au 


